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In a poem entitled “A Letter from Car-

oline Herschel (1750- 1848),” the poet
and novefist Siv Cedering attributes the
following to the sister of astronomer
William Herschel:

I have a way with numbers, so I
handle the/necessary reductions and
calculations. /1 also plan every night’s
observation schedule, for he says my/

intuition helps me turn the telescope-
to discover/star cluster after star
cluster . . . . 1

And so it is at ISI@. We spend our
nights and days trying to discover new
and meaningful clusters of scientific
events. By clustering the core papers,
people, journals, or institutions of sci-
ence, we attempt to find new relation-
ships not otherwise visible in this very
multidimensional world of science. By
applying citation and co-citation analy-
ses, among other techniques, we have
been able to observe order in the seem-
ingly chaotic universe of scientific litera-
ture.

The analogy to astronomy is appropri-
ate. As we gaze out into the night sky,
we observe a mass of seemingly discon-
nected stars. But astronomers tell us that
these stars are actually organized into a
cluster, our galaxy. Moreover, our gal-
axy is itself part of a cluster of galaxies,
one of many such clusters in our uni-
verse. One might say that a goal of as-
tronomers is to perceive order in the su-
perficial chaos of the night sky.

Just as these geographers of the sky
map the heavens. we information scien-

tists map the continually changing geog-
raphy of science, as it is reflected in the
scientific literature. With hundreds of
thousands of scientists publishing mil-
lions of articles and books over several
centuries, the universe of science often
seems chaotic indeed to the untrained
observer, This is compounded because
of time warp. More literature is now pro-
duced in one or two years than in all
previous centuries. As Derek J. de Solla
Price would say, 90 percent of the scien-
tists who ever lived are alive today. Arti-
cles and books from A to Z appear in
great profusion. Yet in a process that
can be likened to astronomical events,
clusters of literature do appear, drawn
together by the gravitational pull of their
semantic relationships or connectivities.

This may seem like a romanticized
way of introducing you to the 1S1 Atlas
of Science@. I must confess that finding

order in the scientific literature is as
moving to me as finding order in the
heavens is to my astroscientific friends.
From the earliest times, astronomers
have been very successful in maintaining
public interest in their craft. We hope to
be equally successful in conveying the
idea that clusters of literature are not on-
ly beautiful and interesting, but also use-
ful in the everyday world.

In 1981, we published the ISIA t[as of
Science: Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, 1978/80 as a prototype of a
comprehensive encyclopedic 1S1 Atlas
of Science .’2 Each of its 102 chapters
covered a distinct subspecialty, or re-
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Figure1: List of research fronts or specialties (classified according to “macrogmup”) included in the [S1

Atlas of Science”: Biotechnology and Molecular Genetics, 1981/82.
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search front, identified by our clustering
procedures. Each chapter consisted of
four components: a minireview describ-
ing the evolution of the research front, a
multidimensionally scaled map showing
the “connectedness” among the core pa-
pers of the research front, a bibliography
of these core papers, and a bibliography
of current papers ranked by relevance,
that is, the number of core papers they
cited.

We have now created a second proto-
type atlas, the ISI A tlas of Science: Bio-
technology and Molecular Genetics,

1981/82. Its 127 chapters, whose titles
are shown in Figure 1, cover the most ac-
tive research fronts in these fields, where
“most active” is defined in terms of pub-
lication productivity. Fifty-two of the
chapters consist of the same compo-
nents found in the earlier Atlas: a mini-
review, a cluster map, a bibliography of
core papem, and relevance-ranked lists
of key papers published in 1981 and 1982
that cite the core.

The remaining 75 chapters simply pro-
vide a bibliography of the core publica-
tions and lists of the most relevant cur-
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rent papers for each research front.

These chapters generally cover smaller,

still-emerging fields. An example of such
an emerging field is protein phosphory-
Iation by epiderrnal growth factor
(EGF), which is covered in Chapter 20.
Scientists believe that an understanding
of EGF will provide insight into the
physiology of cell growth. By extension,
EGF will also help elucidate disorders of
cell growth, such as cancer. Interest in
EGF has grown dramatically since 1981.
In that year, five core documents were
associated with the EGF specialty. By
1982, this had expanded to 34 core pa-
pers. By 1983, 51 core documents were
identified,

As an example, the figures that follow
illustrate the chapter from the new Atlas
entitled “Structural studies of fibroblast
and leukocyte interferon-genes. ” Keep
in mind that the Atlas is an 8’/;” x 11“
volume. The figur% that follow have
been reduced considerably for reasons
of space. Figure 2 presents the minire-
view of this research front. This minire-
view summarizes work concerning the
determination of the amino acid se-
quences and gene structures of two types
of human interferon: alpha-interferon,
from leukocytes (a type of white blood
cell), and beta-interferon, from fibro-
blasts (a cell in connective tissue). As
before, the minireviews were written by
postdoctoral scientists and then refereed
by an average of four experts on each
subject. Typically, each essay begins
with a definition of the specialty and
provides an overview of its evolution.
The minireview describes the milestone
contributions reported in the core docu-
ments. The 1981 and 1982 key citing
papers are used as the basis for a discus-
sion of recent research and speculations
about future trends.

The minireviews contain no jargon,
formulas, or undefined abbreviations
and acronyms. Thus, they should be
comprehensible to research scientists,
science administrators, and graduate

students alike. We have gone to great
lengths to ensure the accuracy of the
minireviews.

Until 1S1 announced its work on our
first Atlas, the term “minireview” had
not, to my knowledge, been widely used
in the literature. Of course, numerous
publications had published minireviews
of one kind or another. A1l sorts of jour-
nals, such as Science, Nature, Trends in
Biochemical Sciences, and others, pro-
vide short reviews in their respective
styles. We would contend that when one
of our minireviews turns out to look like
those that are published by more con-
ventional methods, it will be the ultimate
validation of the minireview process it-
self. Indeed, such review articles will au-
tomatically move to the top of the list of
current relevant papers we retrieve.

While conventional sources of review-
ing may collectively overlap our efforts,
the unique role of the A/la.~ is to identify
and “review” the worldwide research
fronts of science in a comprehensive and
systematic manner. That is what makes
it encyclopedic, And it is our unique and
stated purpose to identify those areas
that have not previously been reviewed.
Selecting highly active fields may some-
times have thwarted this intent in this
particular Atlas. But we expect eventu-
ally to generate minireviews particularly
in those areas not yet covered in the
standard review literature. Price once
suggested to me that reviews would be
necessary after 40 new papers are pub-
lished on a given topic, But this thresh-

old varies widely across the range of
scientific disciplines and depends upon
many factors.

Figure 3 includes the multidimension-
ally scaled map for the chapter on fibro-
blast- and leukocyte-interferon genes.
The numbered boxes identify each pa-
per in the bibliography of core papers.
To facilitate scanning, the bibliography
is arranged alphabetically by first au-
thor. Institutional affiliations appear be-
neath the name of each first author in
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Figure2: Sample minireview reduced to 50 percent of original size

o
Specialty 98

Structural Studies of Fibroblast
and Leukocyte Interferon-Genes

The inter feronsarea class of small proteins which
protect vertebrate cells from viral infections, in

addition to having other effects on the cell growth
cycle and the immune response. Efforts to purify and
characterize the interferon have been spurred on by
the possibility that they might prove useful in the

treatment of viral disease and cancer. With the advent
of recombinant DNA techniques, researchers became
very interested in the structure of the interferon genes,
with a view to inserting these genes into micrmrganisms

and inducing them to manufacture interferon on a
large scale. The core papers of this specialty describe

some of the essential work that has led to the
attainment of this goal in addition to providing
valuable in formation ontheorganization and evolution
of the interferon gene family.

The structure of a gene can be investigated in

several ways. One can isolate and sequence the gene

directly, examine the gene at the level of its
messenger RNA copy, or determine the amino acid
sequence of the protein encoded by the gene.

Early techniques for the purification of interferon
only yielded sufficient material for microsequencing
techniques. This limited the sequence analysis to the

aminmterminal end of the protein (fZf, IZf, ❑ f, @f).
Allen and Fantes (n) subsequently examined the

sequence of other regions of interferon by splitting
the protein into small peptides whose sequence was
then determined. These investigations revealed con-
siderable sequence heterogeneity among the human
interferon. The first major differences were noticed

between interferon isolated from leukocytes (calfed

alpha-interferon) and that isolated from fibroblasts
(beta-interferon). Further sequence variations were
then discovered among the alpha-inter ferons.

The complete amino acid sequence of both alpha-

and beta-interferon proteins was first identified by
isolating the messenger RNA molecules that direct the

manufacture of interferon in the cell A ‘reverse

transcriptase’ ‘-zyme was then used m make a DNA

copy of the messenger RNA, the nucleotide sequence
of this DNA was determined; and, there fore the amino
acid sequence of the protein could be deduced (~,

❑ l, ❑). Thi$approach ledtothe identification of at
least eight distinct chromosomal genes encoding
human alpha-interferon (~, ❑ , ❑),

These studies identifying the human interferon

genes have also yielded interesting information

concerning their structure. As would beexpected fora
secretory protein most of the coding sequence5 of

interferon genes begin with a ‘signal peptide’ section,
marking the protein fortranspofi across theendoplasmic
reticulum and out of the cell. Another very interesting
finding was that the interferon fibroblast and leukocyte

genes do not appear to contain introns, the non-
coding sections of DNA found in most eukaryote
genes, but not corresponding mRNA, examined to

date. Several inter feron’pseudogenes’ have also been
found. These are interferon genes containing nucleotide

alterations in the coding sequence that prevent the
genes from producing full-length interferon (~).

Comparison of human interferon gene sequences

clearly suggests that they have a common ancestv. It
has been estimated that the alpha and beta genes
probably diverged 500.1000 million years ago, making

them as old as the vertebrates[ ~). It appears that the
alpha gene family probably arose by duplication of the

ancestral alpha-interferon gene, beginning 20-80
million years ago (24).

Themo5t studied non-human inter ferons are those

of the mouse. Amino acid sequence analysis has
revealed at least two classes of mouse Interferon,

showing sequence homology with human alpha- and
beta-interferon respectively (fZ).

As has already been stated, a major aim of much of
the research on interferon genes is to insert these
genes into microorganisms and obtain the mass
production of interferon for clinical use and further

research. Derynck et al.,’ Goeddel et al. (~, fZl),
Nagata et al. (~), Taniguchiet al. (E) have insemed

interferon genes into Escherichia coli and found that
the interferon produced was biologically active.

The interferon system is an area of intensive

research and much of the recent work has confirmed
the conclusions of the earlier core papers. Thus,
several research groups have produced evidence

supporting the view that interferon genes do not
contain introns (4, 5, 9). Gray and Goeddel (30),
however, have determined the structure of human
gamma-interferon and shown that it has a sequence
unrelated to other interferon species and contains

three introns.
Recombinant DNA techniques have allowed hybrid

interferon genes to be constructed, in which the
beginning ofonealpha-interf eron gene i$ attached to

the end of anothe~ (24). A much more extensive
contmlover thestructure ofinterferon genes has been
made possible by Edge (l), with the complete

chemical synthesis of the gene for human alpha-
interferon. These gene synthesis and hybrid gene
construction techniques will provide the ability to
modify the structure of interferon genes at will, with

the expression of the modified genes being obtained
by insertion into asuitable microorganism. This ability

will no doubt be used to investigate which regions of
the genes are important to particular biological
functions, and might eventually lead to the design of a
more effective product for clinical use.

1 Derynck R, Remaut E, Saman E, Stamwn P, DeClercq E, Content I & F,er< W Fxpressmn of human f, broblast In

terferon gene ,nEscher,ch,a COII kature 287(5779) 193-197,1980

2 Week PK Ant, v[ralactw!t,esof hvbr$ds o{t~oma]or human le. kocvtemterferons hoc] Ac!d R 9 6153 1981
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the map. We did not include laboratory
names in our first A tkJs. However, it
later became obvious that a map without
these names was less useful. Even an or-
dinary world map needs labels for con-
tinents, countries, or cities.

Each map is multidimensionally
scaled. That is, it depicts the degree of
“connectedness” between pairs of pa-
pers. Papers that are frequently co-
cited, such as those by Mantei (11) and
Taniguchi (18) in Figure 3, appear close
together on the map. The probIems dis-
cussed or elucidated in these papers are
co-cited for a variety of reasons. Papers
less frequently “connected,” such as
those by Derynck (2) and Houghton (7},
are located farther apart omthe map.

Undoubtedly, the “meaning” of these
maps is one of the most controversial as-
pects of the Atlas. To give greater mean-
ing to the conceptual associations im-
plied by the clustering procedure, we
have added generic captions below the
maps. It is significant that even within
these already specialized but rapidly
changing research frents, the core pa-
pers will form “subchssters” that we can
easily identify. These subchssters form
the profiles for these topics. In Figure 3,
papers numbered 2, 18, and 19 discuss
the use of a reverse transcriptase enzyme
to aid in identifying the amino acid se-
quence and, later, eight distinct chro-
mosomal genes encoding human alpha-
interferon (papers 4, 13, and 16). The
captions provide shorthand descriptions
of the subdivisions.

It is important to realize that the map
is a snapshot of the status of research in
1981, an arbhrary single frame from
what is in reality a continuous reel, For
example, in the case of the specialty
on fibroblast- and leukocyte-interferon
genes, by 1982, only 17 of the 22 original
core papers continued to be cited at the
minimum threshold of 12. By 1983 only
eight remained. More will be said about
this expansion and contraction of re-
search fronts later.

To facilitate scanning, the list of core
references begins on the same page as
the map. Each reference includes the in-
stitutional affiliation of the first author.
The CF number following the entry for
each paper indicates the frequency of its
citation by 1981 papers. Since the mini-
mum citation threshold was established
at 12 when we identified the 1981 core
papers, no core paper listed was cited
fewer than 12 times in 1981.

Figure 4 provides part of a list of the
most-relevant citing papers from 1981
and 1982. The relevance weight (RW) is
shown to the right of each paper. This in-
dicator is the number of core papers
cited. For example, Edge e~al., ICI Ltd.,
published a 1981 paper in Nature that
cited 15 of the core papers. In 1982,
Fantes, Wellcome Research Labs, pub-
lished a review containing 79 references
in Texas Reports in Biology and Medi-
cine, 19 of which are core papers. There
follow more 1982 review papers, by Seh-
gal, Rockefeller University; Berg, Aarhus
University; Dziewanowska, Hoffmann-
La Roche, and so on. The system auto-
matically pushes the most-relevant re-
views to the top of the list.

Some chapters include a third set of
references or footnotes to the minire-
views. These are publications that the
reviewer or referee believed to merit

special mention even though they did
not turn up in the core or citing lists. In
some cases, they are historically impor-
tant papers that may no longer be cited
explicitly at the minimum threshold re-
quired. They might have appeared in
clusters for previous years. In the future
online version of the Atlas, such linkages
could be shown.

To test the continuing validity of the
core selection, we used the same tech-
nique to generate a bibliography of the
most up-to-date literature on each topic
for 1983 and the first half of 1984. These
papers are listed in a supplement to the
Atlas. In Figure 5, we have listed a few
such relevant papers, These 1983-1984

.-
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Flgut-e 3: A 50 percenf reduced facsimile of a multidimensionally scaled map based on co-citation linkages between core

papers. Numbers in Lmx.es identify core papers in Ibe bibliography Proximity of bmxes to one another is a measure of

similarity m connectivity between core papers.

Specialty 98 Structuralstudiesof fibroblastand leukocyteinterferon-genes
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Figure 3 (cont.)
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[ Figure 4:1981 and 1982key citing papers ranked by relevance, For reasons of space, all 4N key citing
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Figure 5:1983 and 1984 key citing papers included in the supplemental bibliography, ranked by relevance
For reasnns of space, all 23 key citing papers cannot be shown.
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papers are also ranked by relevance,
that is, the number of core papers they
cited.

The Atlas also includes a foldout
“global” map of all 127 specialties, a
clustering of clusters. Each research
front or specialty is identified in the map
by its name and cluster number. We cre-
ated this map using “residual links. ” A
residual link occurs when two core pa-

pers from different specialties are co-
cited, but not frequently enough to
place them in the same cluster. In this
way we can cluster groups of research
fronts.

We have also included a number of in-
dexes to make the information con-
tained in the Atlas readily retrievable.
The author index includes all authors
and coauthors of papers included in the
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Atlas. There is also an alphabetic key-
word index to the names or titles of the
research fronts, and an alphabetic listing
of all the significant words from every
document title. Finafly, we have added
an institutional index organized by coun-
try and city.

We have also included a 1981 to 1983
chronology for the 52 most-active re-
search fronts to illustrate the dynamic
processes of expansion and contraction
within the research universe. As was
mentioned here earlier, we deliberately
chose to minireview the “hottest” fields,
and most of these 52 fronts have dramat-
ically changed in terms of core papers,
volume of publication, and nomencla-
ture. Thus, having identified a particular
1981 research front in the main A t[as,
you can observe where that research
front had moved in 1982 and 1983.

For example, Figure 6 shows the
1981-1983 chronology for research front
#81-0001, which is Specialty 99 in the
Atlas. The six-digit code number identi-
fies the specialty in the Index to Research
Fronts in ISI/BIOMED’~, 1983. In 1981,
this research front, entitled “Non-A-Non-
B-Hepatitis-Infections, Hepatitis-A-In-
fections, and Hepatitis-B-Infections, ”

consisted of 39 core papers and 334 citing
papem. By 1982, it split into three sepa-
rate research fronts. Research front
#82-0001 deafs with the clinical diagnosis
and management of hepatitis infections.
It included 18 core papers and 116 citing
papers. By 1983, this research front con-
tained 43 core papers and 289 citing pa-
pers on the immunological aspects of
hepatitis as well as rubefla viruses.

The other two 1982 research fronts
focus on the connection between hepati-
tis B virus and hepatocellular cancer.
Research front #82-0282, which concen-
trates on the diagnosis, treatment, and
immunological features of hepatitis B
virus, included 25 core papers and 270
citing papers. Research front #82- 1371
contained 10 core papers and 101 citing
papers on the sequence, cloning, and ex-
pression of hepatitis genes. By 1983,
these two research fronts merged and in-
cluded 41 core papers and 420 citing
papers.

In addition to research directors, we
anticipate that educators, graduate stu-
dents, and scientists will be the principal
users of the A tlas. Historians of science,
administrators, and librarians will also
find it useful. Teachers can use the lists

Ffgure 6: Sample 1981-1983 chronology for Specialty 99 in the At/a~
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of core documents and key citing docu-
ments as the basis for preparing reading
lists. By using these bibliographies, they
can be certain that they’ve included the
papers that have had the greatest impact
on the particular topic under discussion.
In addition to the bibliographic informa-
tion, the minireviews could be used
when assigning reading for seminars or
thesis topics.

In the near future, we will be an-
nouncing further developments in the
evolution of the Atlas. In 1985, we plan
to make the same type of encyclopedic
information available online. Eventual-
ly, we expect to create several thousand
minireviews each year. Together with
the reference lists for the core and cur-
rent literature for each research front,
the minireviews will become a dynamic,
up-to-date account of any topic you
choose.

There is a kind of Matthew effect not
only with respect to authorss but also to
subjects. One of the commentators to
whom I sent the preliminary A t/as mate-
rial suggested that we were emphasizing
those subjects that were already widely
discussed in the literature. This is in fact
implicit in our definition of “most
active” since we chose the first 52 topics
to be minireviewed on the basis of the
number of articles published. Presum-
ably, there is a large current int~rest in
these topics, because publication pro-
ductivity is high. However, we realize
that less popular topics need reviewing
as much as the “hot” ones. We intend to
stress such topics in our online A tla~.

However, if we restricted our minire-
viewing to the least “popular” topics, it
would diminish the value of our exercise
in scientography. In a sense, we would
be limiting our discussion to the unex-
plored parts of the world and omitting
world-class science. It would be a
strange and perverse type of encyclo-
pedist to begin by reviewing only the
partially explored areas of science.

The advantage of an online version of
the Atlas is that lists of references can lit-
erafly become up-to-the-minute. By com-
bining thk information with our Auto-
matic Subject Cita lion A Iert (A .SCA o )
service, we can regularly provide weekly
bibliographic supplements to the minire-
views. In fact, this is how we added the
1983/84 supplement to the Atlas just a

few weeks ago. We have been able to
overcome many of the time limitations in-
volved in printing a volume of more than
700 pages. However, no printed edition
can match the ultimate timeliness of an
electronic version of the Atlas.

Figure 7 shows our so-called “C4
levef” map of the 1982 world of biomedi-
cine. The territory covered by the A tlas
primarily falls into the gray-shaded area.
Don’t be deceived by the relatively small
size of this area. It requires an 11“ x 21”
foldout map, included with the Atlas, to
detail all the research fronts associated
with this rather large and active area of
science. The territories we have marked
off have no physical significance, that is,
they do not measure the size of the field
in terms of publications. The research
area subtended by each is a measure of
distance in a mathematical sense.

We have provided you with examples
of both superstar and less brilliant re-
search areas. Among the thousands of
areas yet to be minireviewed are stars of
varying brilliance. In a reasonable time
we hope to have online at least those of
maximal brightness. And with the soft-
ware we are developing, you will eventu-
ally be able to zoom in on the faintest of
stars in the Universe of Science.

The ISI A tlas of Science: Biotechnol-
ogy and Molecular Genetics 1981/82
(ISSN: 0278-2898; ISBN: 0-941708-01-2)
including the Bibliographic Update for
1983/84 can now be ordered directly
from Jim Shea, 1S1, 3501 Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19104. We expect the
first copies of the A tlas to be delivered in
November. If you are not familiar with
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Figure 7: Map of 1982 clusters in the ISI BIOMI?D’ database at the C.1 level showing the grand divisions

of bioscience. The shaded area represents the territory covered in the ISf Afkrs o~ScMnce’”: Biofech no/o-
gy and Mn/ecu/ar Genetics, f 96’f/82. A =number identifying C3 cluster. B= cluster names.
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Each C3 cluster is a cluster of C2 clusters that in turn is a cluster of Cl research frnrrts. Each forms part of

the hierarchy frum discipline to subspecialty to core paper.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

B

Immunology and treatment of viral hepatitis

DNA structure and factors controlling gene expression

Historre and non-histone nuclear proteins
Immunoglobulin expression and regulation of the immune response
Cellular immunity and diseases of tbe immune response
Chromosome abnormalities and immune response in Hodgkins disease, leukemia and other

mafignant diseases
Collagen genes and collagen synthesis
CeU surface composition and effects of various agents on cancer cells
Corrlractile proteins, membrane dynamics, neuronal development and effects of calcium
Effects of peptide hormones on cell surface receptors and metabolism
Cytotrrxicity of oxygen free radicals, macrcrphages and other substances
Peptide hormones and release factors, neurotransmitters and opioid peptides in the CNS
Nnciception
Chemotaxis, histamine release, and purine and pyrimidine metabolism
Myosin isocnzymes and innematicm patterns in muscle
Hypothalamic obesity and the control of food intake
Amino acid neurotransmitters
Allergies, immunotherapy and cimetidine treatment
Regulation of protein synthesis with interferon and other methods in kirus infected cells

20 Lipoproteins “
2 I Receptom for neurotransmitters
22 Collagen metabolism in rheumatoid arthritis and fibroblasts
23 Assessment of ventricular function and management of ventricular disease
24 Hypertension
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25
26
27
28
29
X3
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Management of ulcerx and other gastrointestinal disorders
Cyclophosphamide therapy and delayed-type hypersensitivity
Ltpid peroxidation and oxygen free radical metabolism in liver
DNA repair and anti-cancer drugs
Treatment of infections, and prostaglandins and related compounds and kidney function
Proteaxes, amino acid metabolism and protein degradation
Herpes simplex virus and infections of homosexual men
AduIt respiratory dixtreas syndrome andpu[monary vascular injuries
Protein and proton translocation across membranes
Respiration
Pituitary hormones
Adenosine and GABA receptorx and drug analogs
Bacterial toxins and diseases of E-coii and other enteric bacteria

Theophyffine and pharmacokinetics of drug therapy in the elderly
Sudden infant death syndrome, sleep apnea and esophageal disorders
Treatment of infective endrrcarditis and staphylococcal infections
Cytochrome-~-4S0 and metabolism of cytotoxic aromatic hydrocarbons
Treatment of cancer using methotrexate and other drugs
Steroid hormonesin thepituitary andeffects on development and sexual behavior
Management of diabetes
Hyperparathyroidism and regulation of protein secretion
Importance of dietary zinc
HLAsystems inrheumatic dkeases and Iupuserythematosus

the earlier A t[as of Biochemistry, we can
send you a brochure that describes it.
The 1S1 Atlas of Science: Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology, 1978/80 (ISSN:
0278-2898; ISBN: 0-941708-00-4) can
still be purchased for $90 while the sup-
ply lasts. The new 1S1 A t[as of Science:
Biotechnology and Molecular Genetics,

1981/82 is priced at $250. Each includes
the maps and indexes described earlier.

*****

My thanks to Brad Schepp for his heip
in the prepa m tion of this essay.
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